CHAPTER ONE

What is Your
Stress Number?
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tress is everywhere you look: It’s in the little things that get
under your skin such as trafﬁc jams, difﬁcult customers,
long lines, rude remarks, bad drivers, noisy neighbors and
impolite children. It’s in the bigger things that drag you down, such as
downsizing, rising prices, unemployment, angry bosses, having to work two
RWJ[KZQUM\MZZWZQ[UIVLM^MVNWZMQOV_IZ[)VL\PMV\PMZMIZM\PW[MTQNM
changing events, such as accidents, illness, the death of a loved one, getting
TIQLWٺWZOWQVO\PZW]OPILQ^WZKMWZJZMIS]X<PM[MIZMR][\INM_WN\PM
[\ZM[[N]TQVÆ]MVKM[\PI\TMI^M][NMMTQVO[ILIV`QW][VMZ^W][NZ][\ZI\ML
NZQOP\MVMLW^MZ_PMTUMLLMXZM[[MLTWVMTaIVLWZR][\XTIQVTW][a

How Do We Manage This Ever
Increasing Stressload?
Typically, we “manage” our stress by overspending, overeating, smoking,
drinking and even becoming dependent on prescription and over-thecounter drugs like pain killers and sleeping pills. Also known as “counterproductive coping,” this way of handling stress only leads to even bigger
problems such as maxed-out credit cards, obesity, diabetes, lung cancer
IVLITKWPWTQ[U¸_PQKPWVTaILL[N]MT\W\PMÅZM
Experts estimate that between 75 to 90% of all doctors visits are for
stress-related conditions. (Maybe you’ve experienced some of these
stress-related conditions yourself?) They include: migraine headaches,
\MV[QWVPMILIKPM[KWTQ\Q[QZZQ\IJTMJW_MT[aVLZWUMÅJZWUaITOQIKPZWVQK
fatigue, asthma, allergies, rashes, anxiety, depression, insomnia and
JIKSXIQV<PM[MKWVLQ\QWV[KIVITTJMIL^MZ[MTaIٺMK\MLJa[\ZM[[

Experts
estimate that
between 75
to 90% of
all doctors
visits are for
stress-related
conditions.

“Prescriptive Solutions” Don’t Get to
the Heart of the Problem
,WK\WZ[IZM[WUM\QUM[I[JIټ
MLI[\PMQZXI\QMV\[Ja\PM
reason for the symptoms—so they quickly prescribe any
pills that might temporarily lessen their patient’s pain.
But these “prescriptive” solutions often come with a price
)3)[QLMMٺMK\[_PQKPLMXMVLQVOWV\PMXZM[KZQX\QWV
WٺMZMLUIaWZUIaVW\QVKT]LM"LZW_[QVM[[_MQOP\OIQV
agitation, low libido, lethargy and—in rare cases—death.
*M[QLM[[WUMXZM\\a[KIZa[QLMMٺMK\[\PMZM¼[IVW\PMZJQO
problem with this pharmacological approach. When you take
a sleeping pill, a pain pill, an anti-anxiety drug like Xanax or
Valium—you’re usually not addressing the source of the problem.
You’re eliminating the symptom, but not the cause of the symptom.
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Of course you can make it easier to cope with the problem by eliminating
or reducing these annoying symptoms like sleeplessness, pain, nervousness and low mood. But, you are absolutely NOT addressing the root of
the problem. The pharmacological approach is roughly the equivalent
of asking your auto-mechanic to put masking tape over a warning light
WV\PMLI[PJWIZLWNaW]ZKIZAW]ZXZWJTMUQ[V¼\Å`MLaW]¼ZMR][\VW\
as aware of it anymore.
Doctors write out most prescriptions for a limited time. They hope the
prescription will get you through a rough patch, and that when it runs
out, you won’t need it any more. That’s the hope. But when the rough
patch doesn’t go away for weeks, months or years, then what do you do? If
you’re like most people, you go back to your doctor and ask (and in some
cases beg) for the prescription to be renewed. And, as a result, your body
continues to take a beating while you carefully cover up all the evidence
WZ[aUX\WU[WNaW]Z[\ZM[[1VMٺMK\aW]¼ZMXPIZUIKWTWOQKITTaXZWXXQVO
yourself up, acting as if you have no symptoms.
)[aW]KIV[MM\PMZMIZM[WUMN]VLIUMV\ITÆI_[_Q\P\PQ[IXXZWIKP\W
handling stress. We either make our problems worse by overeating, overspending or over-drinking—or we try to cover them up with a pill that
may or may not be good for us in the long run.
With options like these, [WUM\PQVOPI[\WKPIVOM

This Book is About Helping You Make
That Change
This book is about how to get you out of a vicious cycle you may not even
know you are in. All the solutions (mostly counter-productive) that have
been mentioned so far—from overeating to over-drinking to over-dependence on prescription drugs—only anesthetize you to the pain. They
allow you to keep going when your body is screaming for you to stop!
You say to yourself: ¹1N1R][\SMMXWVX][PQVOUa[MTNUIaJM1¼TTOM\\PZW]OP\PQ[
ZW]OPXI\KPº This book is also about how to address what’s causing the
ZW]OPXI\KP1\¼[IJW]\]VLMZ[\IVLQVO\PMZW]OPXI\KPÅVLQVOITTVI\]ZIT
ways of getting through the rough patch, and what to do when the rough
patch doesn’t go away.
Managing stress is not as hard as you think. In fact, aW]KIVTW_MZaW]Z
[\ZM[[ZQOP\VW_ Not next week, or next month or even next year, J]\ZQOP\
\PQ[UQV]\M And you won’t need a pill or a drink, or even have to pull out
your wallet to do it.
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Are You Interested?
If so, start by ranking your stress (how tense or relaxed you feel right now)
on a scale from zero to ten. Zero is the complete absence of tension, (no
anxious feelings in the gut or tension in the body), and 10 is a full-blown
panic attack, (where you have so much tension that you either feel like
you are having heart-attack-like symptoms, tunnel vision, feeling sweaty
all over, or are having a nervous breakdown.)
So what’s your stress number right now? Write it in the box below. (Don’t
W^MZ\PQVS\PQ[)ZMI[WVIJTMO]M[[Q[ÅVM

What is your current stress number?
0 --------------------------------------------- 10
NO TENSION OR ANXIETY

PANIC ATTACK/NERVOUS BREAKDOWN

Look at your watch or a clock. Before the second hand goes around twice,
aW]IZMOWQVO\W[QOVQÅKIV\TaTW_MZaW]ZTM^MTWN[\ZM[[IVLJa[WLWQVO
learn to self-regulate your nervous-system. Here’s how…

This book is
about how to
get you out of
a vicious cycle
you may not
even know you
are in.

How To Self-Regulate Your Nervous System
Take a minute to reﬂect on the following instructions and jot down your
current stress number above before beginning.
•Breathe in deeply (through your nose) to a count of four.
•Hold that breath in for a count of four.
•And then, breathe out to a count of six.
•Repeat this cycle three times.
Reread these instructions until you have them memorized. Close your eyes
if desired before beginning. (Please do the above breathing exercise before continuing on.)

What is your stress number now?
1NaW]¼ZM[MKWVLV]UJMZQ[TW_MZ\PIVaW]ZÅZ[\\PMVaW]¼^MR][\
done something that Western science once thought was impossible. You’ve self-regulated your autonomic nervous system.
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About the Autonomic
Nervous System
It’s called the autonomic nervous system (or ANS for short) because it’s supposed to work on auto-pilot, without any conscious control by you. Up until
the 1960s, most Western scientists believed you couldn’t self-regulate your
autonomic nervous system. Then, in the late-sixties, a group of yoga practitioners agreed to meet at a lab on the campus of Harvard University to see if
they could control the ANS by simply meditating. This idea was considered
so radical at the time that the Harvard professor who had agreed to see them
_I[INZIQLWNTW[QVOPQ[RWJ<PI\¼[_PaPMPILPQ[\M[\[]JRMK\[UMM\PQUI\
VQOP\¸PM_IV\ML\WUQVQUQbMIVaKPIVKM[WNPQ[KWTTMIO]M[ÅVLQVOW]\_PI\
he was doing. That professor’s name was Dr. Herbert Benson.
In his lab, and later in his writing, Dr. Benson would identify the antidote
to what we now refer to as the ÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[M (But more about Dr.
Benson later.)

The Fight or Flight Response
<PMÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[M_I[I\MZUKWQVMLJaIVW\PMZXZWNM[[WZI\
0IZ^IZL,Z?IT\MZ+IVVWVI[Q\\]ZV[W]\QV\PM^MZa[IUMTIJÅN\a
years earlier. His research explained why our hearts beat faster, our pupils
dilate, our blood vessels constrict, our mouth dries up and our muscles
become tense whenever we experience stress. Cannon theorized that this
response allowed our prehistoric ancestors to go from a calm state to a
highly aroused state in a matter of seconds, and that it had evolved over
millions of years.
<PM[MNI[\IK\QVOXPa[QWTWOQKITKPIVOM[WN\PMÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[M_MZM
LM[QOVML\WPMTXW]ZXZMPQ[\WZQKIVKM[\WZ[ÅOP\IVI\\IKSMZWZÆMM\W[INM\a
hence its name. This response worked perfectly for the caveman who used
it only when his life was in danger. However, in our modern world, this
XZQUQ\Q^MZM[XWV[M\MVL[\WJIKSÅZM7]Z[\ZM[[WZ[\WLIaKWV[Q[\UW[\Ta
of psychological threats to our well-being, such as a rude remark, a car
PWVSWZIJILLIaI\\PMWٻKM6WVMWN\PM[M[\ZM[[WZ[KW]TLXW[[QJTaSQTT
us, but we react to them as QN\PMaKW]TL—almost like the caveman would
react to the sight of a lion or a tiger.

Managing stress is not as hard as you think. In fact, you can
lower your stress right now. Not next week, or next month or even
next year, but right this minute. And you won’t need a pill or a
drink, or even have to pull out your wallet to do it.
10
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?PMVaW]ÅVLaW]Z[MTNQVI[\ZM[[N]T[Q\]I\QWVIVLaW]PMIZaW]Z[MTN
saying “I’d like to strangle that guy,” or “I’m really angry with him or
her,” or “I’m not going to take this anymore,” you probably have already
VMMLTM[[TaIK\Q^I\MLaW]ZÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[M?PMVaW]NMMTaW]Z
hands get cold and clammy before getting up to put on a presentation,
you have already VMMLTM[[TaIK\Q^I\MLaW]ZÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[M?PMV
you feel your heart pounding when someone cuts ahead of you in line, you
PI^MITZMILaVMMLTM[[TaIK\Q^I\MLaW]ZÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[M
Why is it needless? Because in all of these modern-day situations you’re
basically stuck: AW]KIV¼\ÅOP\IVLaW]KIV¼\ÆMMThis response does you
absolutely no good at all.1VNIK\\PQ[[IUMZM[XWV[M\PI\_I[LM[QOVML\W[I^MW]Z
XZMPQ[\WZQKIVKM[\WZ[Q[OZIL]ITTaIVLQV[WUMKI[M[VW\[WOZIL]ITTaSQTTQVO][VW_
It’s needlessly calling up all this energy and tension, for which there is no
outlet and no purpose. This puts a lot of unnecessary wear and tear on the
body that eventually shows up in the form of pain or disease.

StressRelated
Diseases
Ulcers*
Depression
Insomnia
Allergies
Digestive Tract Disorders
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Colitis
Infertility
Chronic Pain
Migraine Headaches

The Harmful Effects of Too Much Stress

Recurrent Colds

When you see the connection between your strong reactions and the events
that precede them you begin to realize the power that this stress response
PI[W^MZ][)VL_PMV_MTWWSI\\PMKPIVOM[\PI\\ISMXTIKML]ZQVOÅOP\
WZÆQOP\Q\JMKWUM[XIQVN]TTaWJ^QW][\PI\\PMZM¼[IKWVVMK\QWVJM\_MMV
what the stress response does to the body and the list of stress-related
diseases to which it can lead.

Hypertension

Think about that word disease for a moment and break it down into two
syllables. DIS-EASE. It’s a synonym for the word stress! (See the list of
stress-related diseases in the sidebar.)

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

<PMÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[MÅTT[][N]TTWNILZMVITQVMZIQ[M[W]ZJTWWLXZM[[]ZM
causes our hearts to beat faster, shuts down our immune system, halts our
LQOM[\Q^M[a[\MU\]ZV[WٺW]ZZMXZWL]K\Q^M[a[\MUIVLM^MVKI][M[W]ZJW_MT[
IVLJTILLMZ\W¹^WQLºITTQVIVMٺWZ\\WUISM][QV\WITMIVUMIVÅOP\QVO
WZÆMMQVOUIKPQVM1[Q\IVa_WVLMZ\PMV\PI\QV[WUVQIPQOPJTWWLXZM[sure, heart disease, immune system disorders, infertility and digestive tract
disorders are the most common types of stress-related concerns? Do you see
\PMZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMV_PI\\PMÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[MLWM[\WW]ZJWLa
and why (when we activate it chronically and unnecessarily) it makes us sick?
,Z5IZ\QV;IU]MT[PI[IVQV\MZM[\QVORWJ0MQ[PMILWN\PM6M]ZW
Cardiology Department at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston,
Massachusetts, where he studies the relationship between THINKING
and heart-disease.
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Heart Disease
Sudden Cardiac Death
Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder
Fibromyalgia

*While there have been
major changes in the treatment of ulcers in the last
few decades—with doctors now recommending
antibiotics instead of stress
management—there are still
some unanswered questions
about why a certain type of
bacteria, (H. pylori) which
is present in the digestive
tracts of millions of people,
in certain cases, gets out of
control and causes an ulcer.
Until that mystery solved, it’s
probably safe to assume,
like the Mayo Clinic does,
that “untreated stress is a
risk factor” for peptic ulcers.
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Scared to Death?

The ANS (autonomic
nervous system)
uses the hormone
adrenaline, a
neurotransmitter, or
chemical messenger,
to send signals to
various parts of the
body to activate
the ﬁght-or-ﬂight
response.

One of Dr. Samuels’ work-related hobbies is collecting stories of otherwise healthy people who were
literally scared to death. Ken Lay, the CEO of ENRON—who died suddenly of a heart attack while
awaiting sentencing for his white-collar crimes—
may have been an example of someone who was
scared to death. Samuels has also collected several
stories of young people with absolutely no history
of heart disease who died suddenly while riding
a roller coaster. He even has evidence of several
UMLQKITTaKWVÅZUMLIKKW]V\[WN^WWLWWLMI\P
where the victims’ strong belief in the power of the
medicine man was enough to kill them.
All of these examples attest to the extraordinary
power of the autonomic nervous system (ANS.)
“The ANS uses the hormone adrenaline, a neurotransmitter, or chemical messenger, to send signals to various parts of the body to activate the
ÅOP\WZÆQOP\ZM[XWV[Mº,Z;IU]MT[M`XTIQVMLQV
an interview in ;KQMV\QÅK)UMZQKIV “This chemical is
toxic in large amounts; it damages the internal organs such as the heart, lungs, liver and kidneys. It
is believed that almost all sudden deaths are caused
by damage to the heart.”

Triggering Stress Hormones
Another neurotransmitter related to the stress response is called cortisol. Cortisol is the stress hormone that makes you feel tense, irritable and edgy.
It rises and falls throughout the day. It’s typically
highest in the morning when you wake up and lowest at night when you go to sleep. But it can rise
and fall during the day for other reasons, such as
_PMVaW]IZMTI\MNWZ_WZSIVLOM\[\]KSQVI\ZIٻ
K
RIU1\KIVIT[WZQ[M_PMVaW]LZQVSKIٺMQVI\ML
JM^MZIOM[[]KPI[KWٺMM\MIWZKWTI
You can even make your cortisol levels rise by simply thinking of something stressful. For instance,
I have a picture of a rock climber next to my desk.
He climbs with no equipment, ropes or grappling
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PWWS[IVLPIVO[NZWUIP]VLZMLNWW\KTQ_ٺQ\PPQ[JIZMPIVL[)TT1PI^M\W
do is LOOK at that picture and my cortisol levels rise. As for the recipient
of a voodoo spell, or Ken Lay, or the kids on the rollercoaster—their
thoughts resulted in a drenching of stress-hormones that led to death. Even
though those kinds of fatal events are very rare, stress is NOT something
that you should underestimate or take lightly.
Many stress experts believe that much of the degenerative illnesses we
[]ٺMZNZWU\WLIaIZM\PMZM[]T\WNW]ZWZOIV[JMQVOJI\PMLQVPQOPTM^MT[WN
stress hormones throughout the day. Even after a minor stressful episode,
it usually takes about 40 minutes for your stress hormones to return to
normal. But if you have more stressful events within that same time frame,
the stress hormones in your body cascade one level on top of another until
aW]WN\MVR][\JTW_aW]Z\WX

The Importance of Monitoring
Your Stress Number
1\¼[aW]Z[\ZM[[PWZUWVM[Æ]K\]I\QVO\PZW]OPW]\\PMLIa\PI\OQ^MaW]\PI\
subtle feeling of anxiety in the pit of your stomach. When you wake up
and realize today’s the day you are having a root canal, both your level of
stress hormones and your stress number are going to rise. However, when
you stop to rank your stress on a scale from 0-10, to a large degree, you are
self-monitoring your stress hormones.
And by so doing, you are giving yourself the opportunity to stop your
stress from getting out of control. Stressful events can and do build on
previous stressful events. And when you lose control in regrettable ways,
it’s usually the result of a progression of stressful events and not one isolated
incident. (Even though, through lack of awareness, you may think it was
only the ONE straw that broke the camel’s back.) When you take the time
to monitor your stress levels, you will
learn some interesting
lessons.
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The Mianus River Bridge Lesson
A lesson I learned while driving on Interstate 95 over the Mianus River
Bridge in Greenwich, CT, helped me forever change the way I think about
and ultimately manage my stress—and I believe it will do the same for you.
First, a little background about the Mianus River Bridge: Many
years ago, the bridge collapsed in the middle of the night without any warning. The timing was lucky because only three people died. If it had collapsed in the daytime, the death toll would have been much higher. About
100,000 cars a day passed over that bridge at the time. I lived in Greenwich
back then and even drove over that bridge on the day it collapsed.
Fast-forward 20 years. I was then living in a town about ten miles
up the road and I rarely went over that bridge. But when I did, for some
reason, it was beginning to frighten me. Whenever I would meet an old
friend to play tennis in Greenwich, I could feel my anxiety levels grow
from about a four to a seven in the half mile or so it took to cross over the
bridge. Just when it felt like I was about to have a panic attack, I’d reach
the other side and my stress would subside.
*]\PMZM¼[\PMUW[\QV\MZM[\QVOIVLI\ÅZ[\JIټ
QVOXIZ\WNITT"WVUa
return trip I would feel no anxiety crossing the bridge what-so-ever!
What was going on? How could I have almost had a panic attack in one
direction and not feel a thing in the other. It took several trips—and the
^MZa[IUM[\ZM[[V]UJMZ\MKPVQY]M1¼U\MIKPQVOaW]¸\WÅO]ZMQ\W]\
Here’s what I determined: On the way down, I was stressed. I was
QVIP]ZZa1LQLV¼\_IV\\WJMTI\M1_I[LZQ^QVOQVZ][PPW]Z\ZIٻ
K
)VL1_I[QVPMZMV\TaIVL_Q\PXZWJIJTMKI][MR][\ITQ\\TMINZIQLWN\PI\
JZQLOM)LL\W\PQ[^WTI\QTMUQ`WN[\ZM[[KPMUQKIT[\PMRWT\WNILZMVITQVM
1¼LNMMTNZWUR][\)6<1+18)<16/IKWUXM\Q\Q^MOIUMWN\MVVQ[¸IVL
there you have it.
I’d start out on the north side of that bridge bathing in cortisol and
ILZMVITQVMIVLUa[\ZM[[V]UJMZ_W]TLITZMILaJMI\IÅ^M_PMV1IZZQ^ML
at the bridge. By the time I got over to the other side, heart pumping with
anxiety, my stress level and therefore, stress number, had cumulatively
built on the stress chemicals ALREADY in my system and would often
reach as high as a seven.
However, on the south side of that bridge—coming back—my stress
number would start out much lower. The reason? My friend and I
would have played about an hour or two of tennis. I would be exhausted
from physical exertion. We’d always relax, laugh and have a good time
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afterwards. My exercise endorphins (the body’s own morphine) would
kick in, and on the way back—since it wasn’t rush hour and I wasn’t in a
hurry—I’d hit the bridge from the south side with my stress number at a
zero or a one. Thus, any elevation in my stress levels that occurred while
I was actually on the bridge would barely even be noticeable.
This dichotomy between the going over and the coming home was a real
eye-opener for me. I realized that MANY of the stressful situations in
my life were only intolerable because I went into them feeling stressed
ahead of time. And, if I could somehow keep track of and lower my stress
beforehand, these so-called intolerably stressful events would have been
much less stressful and sometimes not stressful at all!
1PI^MIXXTQML\PQ[QV[QOP\\WITTSQVL[WN[Q\]I\QWV[¸_PM\PMZÆaQVOWVI
plane, speaking in public, or going to see the dentist. Any stressful situation
that I can anticipate ahead of time, I can now control by simply bringing
my stress number down to zero or one beforehand, using techniques like
the ones we’ll demonstrate in Chapter 2.

Stress is Cumulative
This is probably the most important thing I’ve EVER learned about stress:
U]KPWNW]Z[\ZM[[Q[K]U]TI\Q^MIVLUIRWZ[\ZM[[N]TM^MV\[][]ITTaLWV¼\
happen out of the blue. Often times, it’s a cascading series of events, the
ÅZ[\KW]XTMWN_PQKPUQOP\JM\WWUQVWZ\WM^MVVW\QKM*]\I[\PM[MM^MV\[
build, so do the stress hormones in your body, and so does the likelihood
of you getting even more stressed.
And even more importantly, I learned that you can control your stress
by simply tracking your stress levels at all times, but especially before
the start of something you KNOW is going to be stressful like going
\W\PMLMV\Q[\WZOWQVOWVIRWJQV\MZ^QM_ ¨

We have shattered one myth about stress management.
Do you know what it is? If so, write it down.

Hint: It’s something that Western Scientists didn’t believe you could do.
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Build Your Resilience
Right Now
The Companion Workbook to Stop Stress This Minute

Introduction—Resilience: Preventing Stress
Before It Starts
We’ve created a culture of high stress in this country and barely
anyone seems to notice: We’re working long hours, working two
RWJ[U]T\Q\I[SQVOLQ[\ZIK\MLJaW]ZW_V\MKPVWTWOaWVKITT
[M^MVLIa[I_MMSI^IQTIJTMJa\M`\IVLMUIQTIVLZIZMTa
\ISMIVa\QUMW];ٺVLIaQ[R][\IVW\PMZ_WZSLIa[\WZM[[\Ia
open on national holidays and Americans take on average, about
one week of vacation a year while Europeans take more than a month.
We favor the idea of being KZIbaJ][a and make fun of people who go
on meditation retreats. We can relate to people who work around
\PMKTWKSIVLIZMJIټ
MLJa\PW[M_PWUIVIOM\WTQ^MTQNMQV
balance. Most Americans manage their stress not by meditating
or exercising but by “counter-productively” smoking, drinking,
eating, spending money and engaging in high risk behaviors
that only make their stress worse. And as more and more women have entered the workforce over the past 50 years, heart
disease, which used to be rare in women, is becoming more
and more common.
According to the American Institute of Stress, stress costs American
Industry $300 billion in lost revenue every year. One million workers
are out sick every day due to stress. An estimated 83% of people say
work is their biggest source of stress. Between 75% and 90% of all visits
to primary care physicians are for stress-related concerns. Stress (and
consequently, lack of resilience) has become a part of our culture.
So what can we do about it?
In ;\WX;\ZM[[<PQ[5QV]\M I showed you how simple techniques like deep
breathing, progressive muscle relaxation and body scan could help you reL]KM[\ZM[[QVR][\UQV]\M[1V*]QTLAW]Z:M[QTQMVKM:QOP\6W_ I’m going to show
aW]PW_\WXZM^MV\[\ZM[[N]TM^MV\[NZWUJMQVO[\ZM[[N]TQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM
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But how could you possibly prevent a stressful event from being stressful?
For the purpose of illustration, let’s imagine it’s nearing the end of the day
on a Friday and you’ve been looking forward to a dinner date you’ve had
planned all week. Just then, your boss comes by your desk to point out a
mistake you made in an assignment that you handed in on Monday. He’s
had all week to look at your work, but has only got around to reviewing
Q\VW_1\PI[\WJMÅ`MLJMNWZMaW]TMI^MIVL\PI\KW]TL\ISMPW]Z[1\
_QTTLMÅVQ\MTaKI][MaW]\WKIVKMTaW]ZLI\M+W]TLaW]XW[[QJTaXZM^MV\
a moment like this from being stressful?
You can’t stop moments like this from occurring. *]\aW]KIVTMIZV\W[\WX
UWUMV\[TQSM\PQ[NZWUPI^QVOIVMOI\Q^MMٺMK\WVaW] That’s the whole purpose
WN\PQ[_WZSJWWS*]QTLQVOaW]ZZM[QTQMVKMQ[LQٺMZMV\NZWUUIVIOQVOaW]Z
stress. It’s proactive. Stress management is something that many people
use like a band aid at the end of a bad day. Resilience is about preventing
IJILLIaNZWUPIXXMVQVOQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM
Resilient people don’t wait for their stress to pile up so high that they are
forced to take steps to manage it. Resilient people anticipate stress and
prepare for it. They predict what could possibly go wrong and build in
extra time in case it does happen. And most importantly, resilient people
[MM\PMQZ[\ZM[[[aUX\WU[LQٺMZMV\Ta\PIVW\PMZXMWXTM<PMaNIKM\PMU
head on. They don’t think of them as inherently bad and they wouldn’t try
to sweep them under the rug.
Resilient people see their stress symptoms like the rumble strip by the side
of the highway. Stress symptoms, like that rumble strip, are designed to
get you to wake up and pay attention and keep you from crashing and
burning. That rumble strip literally energizes you by shaking you up a
bit. You wouldn’t dream of paving it over and yet that’s exactly what most
people do when it comes to their stress symptoms.
Perhaps you’ve been to the doctor seeking help for a stress-related health
problem and your doctor was more than happy to prescribe a pill to relieve
those symptoms. That pill may be simply masking the symptoms of stress
and not addressing the root of the problem. This is where you’re paving
W^MZ\PMZ]UJTM[\ZQXAW]_ITSW]\WNaW]ZLWK\WZ¼[WٻKMXZM\MVLQVO
\PI\aW]PI^MVW[\ZM[[JMKI][MVW_aW]PI^MIXQTT\PI\KIVMٺMK\Q^MTa
cover-up your stress symptoms.
If you do this long enough, you are likely to end up with a stress-related
dis-ease. I always hyphenate that word to remind you that it’s a synonym
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for the word stress. But if we embrace our stress symptoms, pay attention
to them and connect the dots between our symptoms of stress and our
sources of stress we can not only build resilience, we can even prevent
stress-related disease.
;\ZM[[Q[VWRWSM+PZWVQK[\ZM[[KIVTMIL\WITTSQVL[WNPMIT\PXZWJTMU[
including heart disease, gastro-intestinal problems, immune system disorders, chronic pain, infertility, migraine headaches, tension headaches,
recurrent colds, hives, rashes and the list goes on and on. It’s hard to be
resilient when you’re stressed out and it’s even harder to be resilient when
you’re out sick. That’s why you need to begin to see your stress as simply
a warning sign and not something that is necessarily bad or good.
This will require a mindset shift on your part. It will require you to learn
a new point of view. Until today, you have probably always seen stress as
the enemy: [WUM\PQVO\WJMI^WQLMLI\ITTKW[\[ Now I’m asking you to make
a major shift. I want you to see your stress as something that can make
you stronger and better able to handle your stress in the future.
Resilience starts with learning this new point of view. Stress
_QTT\MIKPaW]R][\IJW]\M^MZa\PQVOaW]VMML\WSVW_QVWZLMZ\WPIVLTM
it if you will only pay attention to it, don’t shy away from it and don’t
try to sweep it under rug. That’s the mindset shift you need to make
right now: seeing every stressful situation as an opportunity for personal
growth. You can assist yourself in making this shift by doing the exercises in this book and teaching what you learn to others. If you are on board
with embracing this revolutionary concept of resilience, you are ready
\WJMOQVILIaRW]ZVMa\PI\KW]TLY]Q\MXW[[QJTaKPIVOMaW]ZTQNM

Daily Assignments
During the next 30 days, you are going to learn and practice important
stress management and resilience-building techniques like meditation,
mindfulness and cognitive restructuring. You will notice how your mood,
what you’ve eaten and even monitoring how your preconceived notions
can make you more vulnerable to “catching” stress from other people and
the challenging situations you encounter on a daily basis.
In order to nurture this strategy of preventing stress, I’m going to
give you suggestions to organize your life, change your environment and reshape your whole day in ways that will help you see
aW]Z[\ZM[[I[VWLQٺMZMV\WZUWZMKPITTMVOQVO\PIVKPIVOM[QV
the weather. This is how you will begin to establish a new normal.
This is how you will begin to build resilience.
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Week 1: Building a Foundation for Resilience
One of the goals of this workbook is to help you
create a Resilience Routine. This will consist of
an activity like meditation, yoga, exercise or even a
relaxation technique like deep breathing or progressive muscle relaxation (or some combination of all of
these) that you do on a regular basis. I suggest that
aW][\IZ\_Q\PR][\UQV]\M[ILIaLIa[I_MMS
Each week you will add a few minutes to your Resilience Routine. The idea here is to gradually build
a habit over time that will allow you to start each and
every day feeling pain-free, relaxed and energized.

Establishing the habit of doing this routine is more
QUXWZ\IV\\PIV_PI\aW]IK\]ITTaLWI\ÅZ[\1LMscribe the steps for starting your own routine on
Day 4 of this week. You can start right now, if you
prefer. This routine is something you will do in
addition to the activities described below. It is okay
to skip your resilience routine and do the daily
I[[QOVUMV\L]ZQVO\PMÅZ[\UWV\PQNaW]WVTaPI^M
time for one or the other. Either way, you will be
building the habit of doing something for yourself
that helps build your resilience; every day.

Day 1: Take a Resilience Test
Read each statement below and rate how you feel about it on a scale of 1–4. Write in the number.
1 = Strongly disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly agree
1. I rarely have time for exercise, meditation, yoga or other activities that might help lower my stress.

____

2. I lose my temper easily.

____

3. I have issues with one or more of the following conditions: chronic pain, recurrent colds,
gastrointestinal problems, headaches or high blood pressure.

____

4. I often worry.

____

5. I don’t feel like I’m in the driver’s seat of my own life.

____

6. When I’m down, there are NOT many people I can turn to for help.

____

7. I’ve been through a lot of life changes over the last year like changing jobs or moving or ending
or starting a long-term relationship.

____

8. I often have difﬁculty (ﬁnancially) just making ends meet.

____

9. I arrive at places late and have trouble managing my time.

____

10. I ﬁnd it increasingly difﬁcult to bounce back from adversity when I’m down.

____

Add up your total score and put it here.

____

How to evaluate your score: 10-14 Stress Guru:
You are doing exceptionally well. 15-19 Easy Going: Keep up the good work. Consider taking up
meditation if you want to do even better. 20-23
A Little on Edge: Look at any statements you
responded to with a 3 or a 4 and check the Test
Question Key in the Appendix, for more help
with that particular question. 24-27 Anxious:
Look at any statements you responded to with a 3
or a 4 and check the Test Question Key in the
Appendix, for more help on that particular ques-
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tion. Consider taking up exercising on a regular
basis if you don’t already do so. 28-30 Too Tense:
Take up exercise, meditation or yoga and take the
test again after 30 days, if you don’t improve by at
TMI[\Å^MXWQV\[ZMXMI\\PM_PWTMLIaXZWOZIU
31-34 Way Too Tense: Consider getting help for
your stress. Take the test again after 30 days and
see how you score. If you don’t improve by at least
10 points, repeat the whole 30 day program. 3740 Seek Support: Get help from a counselor or
a doctor as soon as possible.
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Day 2: What Is Resilience?
:M[QTQMVKMQ[WN\MVLMÅVMLJaPW_Y]QKSTaaW]ZMKW^MZNZWUIL^MZ[Q\a:M[QTQMV\XMWXTM\MVL\WJMÆM`QJTM
and proactive. They are good at problem solving. They are good communicators and they are good at
coping with pressure. Here are ten ideas for building resilience that will help you personally understand
what it means to be resilient. Try to do at least three of the suggestions on this list today.
1.

Try being nice to someone who has NOT been nice to you.

2.

Try doing what another person wants to do instead of doing what you want to do.

3.

Try forgiving someone you are having trouble forgiving.

4.

Let someone go ahead of you in line.

5.

See how quickly you can recover from being let down by something or someone.

6.

Talk about what you want instead of what you don’t want.

7.

Find something good in every stressful event you encounter for one day.

8.

Do the most stressful thing you have to do today FIRST.

9.

Try doing something you have never done before.

10. Try doing something you are afraid to do.

Circle the thing that helped you most today and describe why it helped you below.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Today I’m going to share what I learned with: _____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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